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The 4 B’s are a systematic process that children
can use to de-stress, calm down, concentrate &
regain self-control. It’s easy to learn and to do. This
portable S.M.Art Card™ Ring will take you through
the 4 steps. Once learned, all it takes is a simple
prompt to implement. Children can keep the S.M.Art
Cards™ on their desk to use when they are feeling:
• Fidgety
• Anxious
• Nervous
• Angry
• Scared
• Restless
• Bored
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Step 1: Brake:
Put a "brake" on fidgety or excess energy, just
like we put the brakes on in a car when we want to
stop it.
“Brake” fidgety energy by pressing the palms of
you hands together firmly, and count to 4 as
shown in the photo.

Brake

Note: This helps to release stress, ‘fidgets’ and
other excess muscle tension.

Step 2: Brain:
Place your hands in the top of your head, and press
down a little bit (not too hard) on your “Brain
Buttons”. This helps you stay calm and helps to turn
on your brain so you can listen, think and play.
Press your brain buttons 4 times very slowly.

Note: This also will stabilize & "ground" the body
giving a sense of comfort and body awareness

Brain

Step 3: Body:
Cross your arms in front of your body and give your
self a "hug”.
If you don’t feel like hugging yourself, you can
squeeze up and down your arms and legs as if you
are using play dough.

Body

Note: Squeezing pressure on the arms, legs &
shoulders increases body awareness and assists in
the sense of "grounded-ness" and security, which
further calms and helps improve concentration.

Step 4: Breathe:
Breathe in with your hands on your belly button, as
shown in photo on the front of this card. Breathe
deeply into your belly, (like you are smelling a
flower), so that your belly puffs out and deflates
like a balloon when you breathe in & out.
Take 4 “Belly Breaths”.

Breathe

Tips for Teachers:
These easy steps can be applied quietly and
discreetly at school, home or anywhere a child
individually needs to reduce fidgeting & regain a
sense of focus, calm & self control.
4B’s can also be used with a group to help improve
concentration, calm nerves & transition to the next
activity. Once the steps are learned, all that is
needed is a visual prompt with the S.M.Art Cards™,
or gentle verbal reminder of "Let’s do our 4 B's."

Note: Belly Breathing is an excellent way to instill a
sense of body awareness & to restore a sense of
alertness, calm & control
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4B’s S.M.Art Cards™
Instructions:
Cards are designed to be printed on cardstock, individually cut out and laminated back to back
for protection & durability (Photo on front and description on back.)
Each of the frames on the left matches with a blue descriptive card on the right. There is a
front cover, 4 instruction cards and a back cover. When assembled, you will have 6 2-sided
cards total.
Once assembled, and laminated punch a hole in the upper right corner and attach a key ring.
You now have a portable set of self-calming cards for children to keep in backpack or on desk as
a visual prompt when needed.
NOTE: This file was the original prototype file and the formatting is slightly off. Cards may
not all be exactly the same size. Blue cards should be slightly smaller than the photo cards.
For questions, please contact: Barbara@bodylogique.com

